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Safe and Simple.
Fabricated from durable poly carbonate, Highmark’s modular health and 

safety partitions are the perfect solution for institutions seeking to create an 

individual “safe space” at public tables and study areas. All models are self 

supporting, require no tools or hardware for assembly and fold flat for stor-

age. In addition, every component can easily be cleaned and disinfected 

with products that are readily available. At 23-1/2 inches high, each unit 

provides considerable protection from those nearby without being overly 

obtrusive. Standard sizes for rectangular and round tables are in stock and  

custom sizes and colors available upon request.

Libraries | Lunch Rooms | Labs
Communal Areas | Group Tables

PHYSICAL PARTITIONS - NOT VISUAL

OFFERINGS & HOW TO ORDER

PRODUCT:

- Strong and durable, but lightweight poly carbonate

- Standard table sizes can have varied numbers of partitions

- Custom table sizes and number of partitions also available

- 23-1/2 Inches high, offering total protection

- Simple nested architecture, allowing for flat compact storage

- Easy cleaning and maintenance

ORDERING:

- Per unit pricing as shown

- Quantity discounts available for 10 or more standard units

- Let us know your table sizes and number of partitions required

- If custom designs are required, please contact us today

- Allow 1-2 weeks lead time, depending on sizes and quantities

Call - (260) 483-0012 - Ask for Sales
E-mail - contact@highmarktech.com

72”x36” A 6 Partitions - $279.00

72”x36” B 6 Partitions - $211.00

96”x42” 6 Partitions - $279.00

96”x42” 8 Partitions - $267.00

72” Dia. 4 Partitions - $212.00

STANDARD SIZES/OPTIONS

60”x36” 4 Partitions - $106.00

54”x24” 2 Partitions - $106.00


